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This play is copyrighted and has been registered with the 
Writer’s Guild of America West (Oct. 2006). So if you want 
to, like, steal it, you’re going to have to go back in time 
or have a really hard time proving you wrote it first.

However! For public high school productions, it is also 
free. I wrote it because my son’s high school was rarely 
producing anything written after 1961, and when they did, 
it cost them a LOT. I thought that was pretty appalling--
charging a high school to put on a play--so I wrote one for 
the school that they could stage gratis, forever. And your 
public high school may do the same. 

The only recompense I ask for public high school 
productions is that after the production run, they send me 
the Grit voodoo doll prop, signed by the cast if possible. 
Just cause I would be really, really gratified and amused.

For not-high-school productions, or for production at a 
private high school, please email me at ryandake@gmail.com 
to negotiate payment. 
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CAST

SHERIFF SUE GRIT—town sheriff, son of Ranger Tex Grit 

BELLE—the whore with the heart of gold and a bad case of 
low self-esteem

ABEYAWAHEHENAMALAMABILLIBONG (BILL)—a very enthusiastic 
Native American who knows it all and doesn’t hesitate to 
tell you about it.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER—a shady character with nefarious 
purposes

IZZY—the spurned former fiancee of the sheriff, who leads a 
girl gang of rustlers

ROOTIE—one of the girl gang, a hyperactive sort, needs a 
big dose of Ritalin

GHOST—the ghost of Sheriff Grit’s father, Ranger Tex Grit

DEE KAY—the insane zombie locked in the attic

LITTLE HOLLEY GIRL—little girl who gets zombie-bitten

DOC TANQUEREY—both town drunk and former town doctor

WEEDHOPPER—a vaguely Asian mendicant

TOWN DRUNKS:

CAPTAIN MORGAN
JIM BEAM
JACK DANIELS

GIRL GANG MEMBERS, TOWNSPEOPLE, NATIVE AMERICANS, POSSE 
MEMBERS

TIME
Late spring of 1862.

PLACE
The play opens in the hills above the small Texas town of 
Skinny Buzzard Gulch.
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PROLOGUE--IN THE HILLS ABOVE SKINNY 
BUZZARD GULCH--NIGHT

(A group of Hollywood-tribe Indians 
sits around a campfire. One plays a 
drum softly. Each has a manzanita 
branch tied into a headband. The 
STORYTELLER tells a story in a deep, 
sonorous voice. BILL is a youngish guy, 
the kind whose hand always shoots up 
first in class.)

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
And then, from the east, there came the new tribe. 

BILL
They weren’t really a tribe.

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
No, but no one of the People had seen humans like this 
before. Pale, pasty white, they came in huge numbers across 
the plains. 

BILL
Not really huge numbers. There were only about 50 of them 
at first.

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER 
(irritated)

At first the People thought these newcomers were dead—they 
had skin like ghosts and, well, they smelled bad. 

BILL
That’s because of the decay. In the first 24 hours, 
whatever can decay—

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER 
Abeyawahehenamalamabillibong, you’re really getting on my 
last remaining nerve. 

(The Storyteller rolls the tension out of his shoulders, 
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takes a deep breath.)

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER 
For weeks the People watched without greeting the 
newcomers. Eventually the People decided to send a small 
delegation to these—

BILL
They sent the Tribe madwoman and the Tribe stoner. They 
were expendable.

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER 
This is your very last chance. If you can’t stop being such 
a know-it-all, you’ll be banished from the Tribe. You’re 
just pissing people off.

BILL
I know, I know, but I can’t stop. It’s who I am. And I 
gotta honor who I am, right?

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
No.

NATIVE AMERICAN 2
No, no, I don’t think so.

NATIVE AMERICAN 3
No, it’s really not required.

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
The delegation returned from the new tribe sick. They 
burned with fever.

BILL
It wasn’t a fever!
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NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
Their minds became deranged. They exhibited classic flu-
like symptoms.

BILL
It looks like flu, but--

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
Their minds became deranged. And they had been bitten—

BILL
They weren’t—

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
horribly bitten by— 

(Bill holds his hand up, waving it frantically.)

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
--the people of this new Tribe.

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
Yes?

BILL
That’s what’s so insidious about it—the symptoms can so 
easily be mistaken for other more common illnesses. Take, 
for example, the—

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER 
Enough! Abeyawahehenamalamabillibong, I think it’s time you
—ahh—offered your expertise to the white men down in Skinny 
Buzzard Gulch.

(Looks at Native American 2 and Native American 3, all 
nod.

Bill looks stricken, nods, rises to go.)
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BILL
Don’t forget to tell the part about how to make them avoid 
you! And that you have to destroy their brains to kill 
them!

(Native American Storyteller nods. Exit Bill.)

NATIVE AMERICAN STORYTELLER
It was the first encounter the People had with Za-am-beys. 
Our medicine men could not cure them. Many were bitten and 
infected before one brave squaw noticed that the Za-am-beys 
would not go near the manzanita. That is why, to this day, 
members of our tribe wear manzanita branches at all times.

(We hear Bill from offstage.)

BILL
Actually, the word comes from the West African language 
Kimbundu, the word is “Nzambi”. Originally referred to a 
snake god, adopted later by the Creoles to refer to a 
reanimated corpse…

ALL NATIVE AMERICANS
Shut up!

(STREETS OF SKINNY BUZZARD GULCH--DAY

Onstage we see a jail and a saloon, 
with a street between. The saloon has a 
bar with three barstools and a table 
with chairs for three, and a chalkboard 
on the wall set up for taking bets; the 
jail has three cells and an outer 
office with Texas and American flags 
and a desk.

The street has a hitching post and a 
horse trough.

Chatting TOWNSPEOPLE gather around a 
soapbox. Balloons hang limp from the 
roof of the saloon. A badly hand-
painted banner reads “1862—Fifth 
Anniversary—We Miss You Ranger Tex!”

The crowd mills. The town drunks are on 
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the edge of the crowd, drinking. All 
slur their words. CAPTAIN MORGAN is 
dressed like a pirate, with a hook. JIM 
BEAM dresses like a fop. JACK DANIELS 
looks like a hayseed. The town drunks 
tease each other companionably.)

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Gin’s a girly drink, yarrr. Ye landlubbers wouldn’t know a 
stiff one if it harpooned ye.

JIM BEAM
Indeed, Captain Morgan? What fine libation muddles you 
today, then?

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Arrr, Mr. Beam, it’s the last o’ me whale piss.

JACK DANIELS
Whale piss? Warn’t it whale piss done got you shipwrecked 
here?

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Ay, Jack.

JIM BEAM
Now, I am cognizant of the fact that I have destroyed a 
large number of brain cells, but I still don’t see how you 
could shipwreck in the middle of Texas.

CAPTAIN MORGAN
I were the finest captain in the Gulf of Mexico. I could 
sail a ship up a—

JACK DANIELS
(giggling)

You sailed up yer own arsehole, Captain, drinkin’ too much 
a thet whale piss.

(Enter SHERIFF SUE GRIT, who takes up the soapbox, 
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shuffling notecards. He’s nervous, insecure; he’s the 
kind of guy who was always picked last for the team.)

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Yer disbelievin’ me, Jack? I’ll prove it to ye. Ye come up 
in the hills, I’ll show ye my ship, the Gnaaarly Roger. And 
then I’m gonna hang ye from the yardarm.

(Townspeople shush the drunks. Sheriff Grit begins 
reading from his cards.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Citizens of Skinny Buzzard Gulch, ya know it’s the fifth 
anniversary of the day them Sidesaddle Boys rode into town 
and robbed the bank. And did unspeakable things to our 
hair. By the time they rode outta town, some of ya had lost 
your life savings, and some had lost their lives. Well, 
they ain’t here today. The ones that lost their lives. Um. 
Yeah.

TOWNSPEOPLE
And they shot your daddy! The Ranger was a great, great 
man! Yeah! Great man!

SHERIFF GRIT
We’re here today to commer—commet—commemorate that sad day.

(MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER rides into town, all dressed in 
black on a black stick horse, definitely a squinty-eyed 
kinda guy. Silence falls. Townspeople turn and stare.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
(yells, accusing)

Who shot your daddy?

SHERIFF GRIT
Excuse me?
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Who shot your daddy, the great Ranger Tex Grit, the man who 
served with distinction in the Indian Wars, the man who 
tamed half of western Texas, who was shot in the back on 
this day five years ago!

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, that ain’t never been decided. 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Decided? What, you gotta decide? His own son, a Sheriff 
here for five years, ain’t never caught his daddy’s own 
murderer!

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, they was a lotta shootin’ that day, hot lead flyin 
everwhere—

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You townspeople satisfied with this? This piss-poor excuse 
for Sheriffin’, a man who can’t even catch his own daddy’s 
murderer?

(Townspeople look confused, mutter among themselves.)

TOWNSPERSON
(to Moniker)

Who the hell are you, mister?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
My name’s Marshal—um—ah—Elias Moniker, and I’m here from 
Austin, sent down to solve this here case that Sheriff Sue 
Grit can’t seem to find the time to solve. Sheriff, you got 
orders to stay the hell out of this investigation, and 
outta my way.

(Marshal Moniker dismounts, ties up his stick horse to 
the saloon hitching post, turns to Sheriff Grit.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Now just you wait a minute—
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I b’lieve the people of Skinny Buzzard Gulch been waitin’ 
long enough! Five years, and you can’t even find out who 
done it! The Great State of Texas gave me five days, and I 
can guaran-damn-tee ya I’ll have it solved by then!

TOWNSPEOPLE
Yay! Go Marshal Elias Moniker!

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Now somebody here show me where that great man’s buried, 
and I’ll start solvin’ this case before the sun goes down.

SHERIFF GRIT
You cain’t dig up my daddy!

(Marshal Moniker whips out a stamped, waxed, official-
looking piece of paper with lots of very small type, 
brandishes it at Sheriff Grit.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You bet I can. Now—you! 

(Points at Captain Morgan.)

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Arr.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You show me where that grave is! You—

(points to Sheriff Grit)
—stay here and take care of my horse!

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Aye. Arr.

(Town drunks all shamble off together, leading Marshal 
Moniker. On his way, Moniker pops every balloon one by 
one with a hatpin.

Exit Marshal Moniker and Drunks. Townspeople disperse, 
exit.
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Sheriff Grit stands frozen on the soapbox. LITTLE HOLLEY 
GIRL runs up, tugs on his pantlegs.)

LITTLE HOLLEY GIRL
Sheriff? Sheriff? Look what I made for you.

(Sheriff looks down, gets off the soapbox and kneels by 
Little Holley Girl. She proudly holds out a toy gun with 
an L-shaped barrel. He takes it.)

LITTLE HOLLEY GIRL
I couldn’t get the shooter straight.

SHERIFF GRIT
No, no it’s perfect! With this I can shoot them bad guys—uh
—around corners!

LITTLE HOLLEY GIRL
What kind of Sheriff are you? It’s made of wood.

SHERIFF GRIT
Why that’s so clever! I thought it was a real gun!

(Little Holley Girl shakes her head and skips off.

Sheriff holsters the toy in his empty left-hand holster.

BELLE walks over to Sheriff. She’s smiling brightly. Her 
clothes are cheap but she’s not; she’s kind and well-
mannered. She takes the Sheriff’s arm.)

BELLE
Well! Fifth anniversary… that went well, don’t you think!

SHERIFF GRIT
Yeah, like a case of hoof and mouth disease. Who is that 
guy?

(Sheriff starts wiping down the horse, taking off the 
saddle.)
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BELLE
Hoof in mouth?

SHERIFF GRIT
My daddy would be practically clawing his way out of his 
grave.

BELLE
Why no! I just know he’d be so proud of you! Just look at 
these—

(She stops in mid-point at the popped balloons.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Why start bein’ proud now? He never was when he was alive.

BELLE
Now don’t you be silly, Sheriff. You just wait and see, 
that Marshal Elias Moniker can’t solve a mystery you 
haven’t! He’ll be sailin’ back to Austin with his tail 
between his legs!

SHERIFF GRIT
You cain’t sail to Austin from here, Belle.

(Belle takes a long, confused look at the Sheriff, then 
reaches out to pat his arm comfortingly.) 

BELLE
Don’t be blue, Sheriff.

SHERIFF GRIT
Got a good reason why not? That Marshal’s gonna make me 
look dumber than a zombie.

BELLE
Sheriff, you’re as good as anyone else! Why, you’ve been 
Sheriff for five years!
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SHERIFF GRIT
Nobody else ever run.

BELLE
Now that’s not true! I remember three years ago, that Jose 
Morales ran!

SHERIFF GRIT
He didn’t speak English. When he put his name on the 
ballot, he thought he was signin’ up for a land grant.

BELLE
Well, yeah, but you won!

SHERIFF GRIT
By one vote. I voted twice.

(Sheriff finishes messing with the horse, straightens 
up.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle, the truth is, just like you ain’t much of a brain, I 
ain’t much of a Sheriff. My daddy, he tried so hard to make 
a Sheriff outta me, but I just weren’t never no good.

BELLE
Why, Sheriff, you’re just different, that’s all! I never 
met the man, but it sure sounds like he cast a loooong 
shadow. Really long. I even heard of him in Alabama, before 
my husband and I came out here. Why, I remember hearing 
about how he single-handedly took on a gang of outlaws even 
more scoundrelly than the Sidesaddle Boys, and he done put 
them away every last one—

SHERIFF GRIT
(sarcastic)

Wow, thanks, I feel better now.
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BELLE
But that doesn’t mean you ain’t no good, Sheriff! Why, you 
done some great sheriffin’ too! Remember—uh—a few years ago 
when you stopped them train robbers! That was some great 
sheriffin!

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle, I only got ‘em because they got drunk and fell 
asleep on the tracks. Warn’t much left of ‘em to arrest 
after the noon mail train went through.

BELLE
Eww. Well, how about them carp rustlers, then? You got 
them, red-handed with three schools of carp!

SHERIFF GRIT
Yeah, the creek dried up that year.

BELLE
Sheriff Grit! I know you done something! Uh—how about—ahhh—
you faced down them Sidesaddle Boys with your daddy!

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle, all’s I fired off was exactly one shot before it was 
all over.

(beat)
Austin done right when they sent Marshal Moniker. 

(Sheriff unties Marshal’s horse, starts to lead it 
offstage.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Now I gotta take this horse to the stables. I think I can 
do that much right.

BELLE
Sheriff, you are a good man!

(Sheriff exits.)
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BELLE
Well I don’t believe Austin’s gonna send a Marshal five 
years after the Ranger’s death! Where’s that telegraph man? 

(Belle exits.

Sheriff Grit pokes his head out from behind the curtain, 
skitters back onstage.)

SHERIFF GRIT
I gotta--that Marshal--who else has one? A .45, a .45… Dee 
Kay!

(Sheriff runs offstage.)

(GRAVEYARD OUTSIDE TOWN—DAY.

In the graveyard outside of town. Half 
the graves are open. A couple of 
shovels stick up out of the dirt, 
abandoned. Marshal Moniker and the Town 
Drunks enter. The grave markers are 
simple crosses, but one is a huge 
marble affair of a lawman’s star.)

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Arr, here be monsters.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Whew! What a stinking mess! Which one’s the Ranger’s?

JACK DANIELS
(to Captain Morgan)

He ain’t as smart as he looks.

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Aye, arr.

JIM BEAM
(pointing to the star)

I believe you need look no further than the giant lawman’s 
star.
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(This grave is unopened. Marshal Moniker pulls a shovel 
out of the ground, tries to hand it to Jack Daniels.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Now you get to shovelin’, here, dig up that coffin.

JACK DANIELS
He really ain’t as smart as he looks.

CAPTAIN MORGAN
(to Marshal Moniker)

Aye, lad, it’ll do you good, exercise them muscles after 
that long sit on the horse. When I were just a ship’s boy, 
I used to dig up tons ‘a graves a night.

JIM BEAM
A vast quantity of graves out at sea, Captain?

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Aye, the scurvy’d take 50 a night sometimes.

JIM BEAM
Why, I labored under the delusion that scurvy was cured 
with the introduction of limes into basic ship’s stores, 
British Navy 1823.

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Ay, me bucko, ye got me dead to rights there, but I was in 
the Pirate Navy. We didn’t hold no truck with no pissant 
limes foulin up our rum—

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Stop that damned blatherin’ and dig up this grave!

(The town drunks look at him, considering.)

JIM BEAM
No.
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
What do you mean, “no”?

JIM BEAM
Well, that is considered almost universally in the English-
speaking world to mean “nay”, “negative”, 
“nega—“ 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I know what it means, boy!

JACK DANIELS
Then why’d you ask?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You dig up this damned grave or I’m arresting you all!

(Town Drunks just laugh.) 

JIM BEAM
You may want to consider working on those people skills, 
Marshal.

(Enter Bill, down from the hills.)

BILL
Hi, my name’s Abeya—

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
(having a hissy)

Dig up that grave!

BILL
Ok.

(Bill takes the shovel, uses the handle to push a button 
at the center of the star. A little door flips open, 
revealing an urn.)
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BILL
See, you can tell this is a columbarium, not a grave, 
because the ground in front of the stone is undisturbed—

(Marshal Moniker grabs the urn, pulls the lid off, starts 
flinging up the ashes, which get all over the drunks. 
Drunks dance and wave hands, trying to stay out of the 
ash, but they’re too drunk to stay up and all end up in a 
heap.)

TOWN DRUNKS
Eww! Yecch! Stop it!

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Aha!

(Marshal Moniker pulls a small chunk of lead out of the 
urn.)

JIM BEAM
(sorrowful)

There’s the bullet that cut short his great life.

(Drunks sniffle, stand, weaving. Marshal Moniker has 
pulled out a kit, measures what’s left of the bullet.)

CAPTAIN MORGAN
(nostalgic)

Aye, many’s the time he’d throw me in jail—

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
A .45. A Colt .45.

JACK DANIELS
Now how the hell do you know that?

BILL
Each type of handgun has a distinct pattern in the rifling 
of the barrel—
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Which leaves a distinct pattern in the bullet. Next I’ve 
got to—

BILL
Test all the .45s in town, right? Wow, can I help? I’m 
really observant, and—

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I don’t need no half-wit help, boy.

(Exit Marshal Moniker. Drunks pat the last of the ash off 
each other, open a bottle.)

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Let’s head for me ship, mateys. I got a stash of 200-proof 
there that’ll put hair on yer chests. Arr. Come on, cabin 
boy.

(Exit Bill and Drunks.)

BILL 
(offstage)

You got a ship out here!?! Wow, you must have sailed up 
from Austin—

(SALOON IN TOWN--EVENING.

Sheriff Grit is having dinner with 
Belle. POSSE MEMBERS ALPHA, BRAVO, and 
CHARLIE at the bar. Marshal Moniker 
enters.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Sheriff. Dining with such a fine flower of womanhood! What 
might your name be, miss?

BELLE
Why I’m Belle, Belle Lycus.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You must be the town angel.
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SHERIFF GRIT
Actually, she’s the town—

BELLE
(glaring at the Sheriff)

I’m in the customer service sector.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I see. 

(Marshal Moniker sits down at their table, yells toward 
the saloonkeeper.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Barkeep, a beer and a cheeseburger!

SHERIFF GRIT
Nice of you to join us. Not.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
A woman like you must have a million beaus! I don’t suppose 
a dusty old Marshal would have much of a chance.

SHERIFF GRIT
Now just hold on here, Belle’s my—

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Why I do apologize! Belle, I didn’t know you were engaged 
to marry the Sheriff.

(Barkeep brings the beer and cheeseburger, slaps ‘em on 
the table.)

BELLE
Well, we’re not engaged—

SHERIFF GRIT
I’m already married, to Dee Kay—
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
(startled) (aside)

Dee Kay! 
(to Belle)

Well then! It’s settled. Belle, may I take you out for an 
evening stroll after dinner?

BELLE
Why, Marshal, how kind of you, but I’m afraid I have a 
prior engagement.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I’m sure a woman as beautiful as you always has a full 
dance card… maybe tomorrow—

SHERIFF GRIT
Marshal, what did you find at my daddy’s grave?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I suppose you have a right to know. Your daddy was shot by 
a Colt .45.

SHERIFF GRIT
A Colt .45! Well there’s only three of those in town. 
Generally speaking this is a Smith & Wesson kind of town, 
although them Germanians on the edge of town like their 
Lugers, and them crazies way out got Uzis, and--

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER 
You got a Colt. Who’s got the other two?

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, Belle’s husband carried one.

BELLE
And Dee Kay has the other.

(They look at her, surprised.)
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BELLE
What? I know I ain’t smart, but I do notice things.

(A really dirty COWBOY barrels in, waves cash frantically 
at Belle.)

COWBOY
Belle! Yippie-o-ki-yay, it’s payday!

(The cowboy grabs her around the waist, dances her 
offstage. Marshal Moniker watches her go with a nasty 
look on his face.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Gimme your Colt, Sheriff, I gotta test it.

SHERIFF GRIT
I ain’t givin’ up my gun!

(Marshal Moniker leans over, grabs the gun out of its 
holster, aims near the Sheriff’s foot, and fires a round 
into the floor. 

Marshal Moniker slaps the gun on the table, looks for the 
bullet by Grit’s foot, finds it a couple of feet off to 
the left. He digs the bullet out of the floor with a 
knife, and pockets the .45.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You oughta check them sights. 

(Moniker leans over and pounds the table.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Tell me about this Dee Kay.

SHERIFF GRIT
Gimme back my gun!

(Marshal Moniker looms threateningly over Sheriff Grit.)
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I’ve had about enough of you, boy. Tell me about this Dee 
Kay damned quick, or I’m gonna have to punch some sense 
into you.

SHERIFF GRIT
She’s my wife.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You get her here to talk to me.

SHERIFF GRIT
She’s kind of… indisposed.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Well, when is she gonna be un-indisposed?

SHERIFF GRIT
Wouldn’t that be ‘when’s she gonna be disposed’?

(Marshal Moniker hauls Sheriff Grit to his feet, gets in 
his face.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I’m a lawman, Sue, not a grammarian.

(Sheriff Grit pushes Marshal Moniker back.)

SHERIFF GRIT
My wife ain’t none of your business! 

(Posse members start making book on a chalkboard. 
Sheriff’s odds of winning suck.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I decide what’s my business! 

(Marshal Moniker pins Sheriff Grit to the wall.)
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SHERIFF GRIT
Well, Dee Kay… she’s kind of… well… insane.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Insane? Marrying you made her insane!

SHERIFF GRIT
Nope, on our wedding day she was aces, tip-top mental 
health. After that, well, you could say she developed some 
unhealthy appetites.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
The Sidesaddle Boys came to town—your daddy was—

SHERIFF GRIT
My daddy was up in the hills, investigating a carp-rustling 
ring. 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
He was lyin’ in wait like a snake in the grass!

(Sheriff Grit pushes Marshal Moniker away, punches him 
hard enough to knock him on his butt.)

SHERIFF GRIT
We didn’t even know the Sidesaddle Boys was nearby. Back 
then we didn’t have the telegraph. Just beep-buhbeep-beep-
buhbeepbeep, and then a couple minutes and sure enough the 
answer comes back beep-buhbeep-beep-buhbeepbeep—

(Marshal Moniker stands, incredulous, finally punches 
Sheriff Grit back.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Get on with it. You and your daddy was—

(They exchange blows.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, the Sidesaddle Boys rode into town just as I was 
finishing up shining up the posse badges.
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
And?

(They’re now breaking the chairs and table.)

SHERIFF GRIT
They tied up everybody in town. Took a lotta rope. Wouldn’t 
it be great if there were some kind of ties, they could be 
like real lightweight, maybe with a little ratchety thing 
on ‘em, flexible-like, you could call ‘em Flex! Yeah, Flex, 
I like it.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
What—about—the Sidesaddle—Boys?

SHERIFF GRIT
Oh yeah. They cut everybody’s hair, all these horrible 
pageboy haircuts. They manicured the pack mules--painted 
their hooves purple. Then they robbed the bank. Then they 
left town. 

(They’re getting tired now, punches getting more and more 
ineffectual.)

SHERIFF GRIT
My daddy came back to town, untied us all, and we and the 
posse chased ‘em up in the hills. 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You chased the Sidesaddle Boys into a box canyon—

SHERIFF GRIT
Is there any other kind? I mean, how about a cylindrical 
canyon? Or a vaginal canyon? Wouldn’t that be more 
accurate, one entrance, no exit? But no, they’re always 
boxes.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You chased ‘em into a box canyon. Then you started shooting 
‘em from the bluffs.
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SHERIFF GRIT
Oh no. We didn’t do that.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Didn’t what? 

SHERIFF GRIT
Shoot ‘em from the bluffs. My daddy, he was a fair man, he 
wouldn’t take advantage of the height.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
So what then?

SHERIFF GRIT
We rode to the mouth of the canyon. Or the labia of the 
canyon. My daddy offered ‘em a chance to give themselves 
up.

(They’re getting too tired to fight, throwing salt and 
pepper shakers and French fries at each other. Ketchup 
packets. Whatever.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
And they put up their guns, and he started shooting ‘em.

SHERIFF GRIT
No, no no. Belle’s husband was riding with the posse, he 
fired the first shot. Then all hell broke loose.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Then your daddy shot Ponce.

SHERIFF GRIT
Ponce?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Ponce Sassoon, leader of the Sidesaddle Boys.
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SHERIFF GRIT
No, no no! That man—Ponce—he aimed his gun and his hair 
wand at me, and then my daddy shot him.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You expect me to believe that your daddy waited for 
everybody to aim before he shot ‘em? What the hell were you 
doing all this time?

SHERIFF GRIT
I was—I was—

(They stop fighting.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
What?!?!

SHERIFF GRIT
(whispering)

I was looking for my gun.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Looking for your gun?

SHERIFF GRIT
I dropped it just after the shooting started.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Boy, you don’t deserve my knuckles.

(Marshal Moniker stomps out. Posse Members all laugh, 
hand around bet payoffs. Sheriff sighs, exits.

Belle and the dirty cowboy come onstage. She suffers a 
kiss from him and he exits. Belle surveys the damage from 
the fight.)

BELLE
(addressing the Posse Members)

Boys, who was fighting?
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POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Sheriff and that Marshal Moniker dukin’ it out, ma’am, 
yakkin’ about the day the Sidesaddle Boys came to town.

BELLE
The day my husband died.

POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
Yes ma’am. Mighty sorry about that, ma’am. 

(Belle begins absentmindedly cleaning up the mess, 
addressing no one in particular.)

BELLE
Some things about that day just don’t add up, you know, 
fellas? Like why my husband, who believe me wasn’t no kinda 
brave, volunteered to go on that posse. Like why he fired 
the first shot. Like who really shot Ranger Grit.

POSSE MEMBER BRAVO
Belle, ain’t nobody figured that one out in five years, and 
you sure as hell ain’t going to.

BELLE
Why not?

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Well, you know we love you, Belle, but you’re… umm… a 
couple crayons short of the box set, if you know what I 
mean.

POSSE MEMBER BRAVO
A few fries short of a Happy Meal.

POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
Your inner child’s autistic.
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BELLE
Dammit, I know I ain’t all that bright, but I’m gonna find 
out why.

(beat)
You was there that day, right? Tell me, the Sidesaddle Boys 
rode into that canyon, right?

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Yeah.

BELLE
And my husband fired the first shot.

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Yeah. He missed.

BELLE
What if he wasn’t shootin’ at the Sidesaddle Boys?

POSSE MEMBER BRAVO
Well a course he was shootin’ at the Sidesaddle Boys, he 
was a Posse member.

(Posse members snicker.)

BELLE
Yeah, but he was a shady fella, my husband. I didn’t know 
that when I married him. So he shoots, and then one of the 
Sidesaddle Boys shoots him. And then Ranger Grit gets shot 
in the back.

POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
Yeah, we know all that.

BELLE
Well, if they got chased into a box canyon, how’d he get 
shot in the back?
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POSSE MEMBER BRAVO
Lookit her go, little girl detective.

BELLE
Listen! All the Sidesaddle Boys had their backs up to the 
canyon wall, facing the Ranger and posse. The Ranger was 
out front. So who was behind him? Who shot him in the back?

POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
Hey, we never thought of it that way.

BELLE
(gasps) (aside)

The Sheriff! He had the only other .45! He shot his own 
daddy in the back!

(IN THE HILLS BY A FIRE--NIGHT.

Onstage, an open scene with just a 
campfire, a saguaro cactus, and a pile 
of saddlebags.

IZZY, an independent, tough young 
woman, is talking to Marshal Moniker. A 
ways off, the GIRL GANG and ROOTIE 
prepare dinner, canned beans over a 
fire. Izzy, the Girl Gang, and Rootie 
always wear their gunbelts.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Izzy, I’m just asking you to, well, focus your efforts on 
him.

IZZY
Yeah, I can see that, Marshal Moniker. What’s in it for 
you? 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
The Sheriff and I have history.
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IZZY
Uh huh. What kind of history? And ain’t it a little 
unethical, me focusin’ and all that?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You’re the leader of a gang of rustlers, Izzy, not exactly 
morally pure.

IZZY
Yeah, well...

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Listen, Izzy. Don’t you see? It’s a shared goal, to see 
Sheriff Grit brought low.

IZZY
True.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
You just need to target your rustling. And by the way, your 
other option is to get arrested and thrown in jail.

IZZY
Why you sheep-sucking… all right, Moniker. But I ain’t 
doing this for you.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Do it for whoever you like. Just do it tomorrow.

(Exit Marshal Moniker. Izzy rejoins the Girl Gang. 
There’s a cactus nearby.)

IZZY
New direction, gals! We’re gonna rustle us some sheep! With 
all these new sheep ranches springing up, we’re gonna get 
rich!

ROOTIE
Sheep? Izzy, we’re gonna rustle sheep?
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(Enter Bill, who hides behind a rock to listen.)

IZZY
Yeah, you betcha, girl. I got us plans—

ROOTIE
Why sheep? Why can’t we rustle us some cattle? At least 
they taste better. And hell, even goats make milk. 

GG 2
Ya, can we rustle some goats? 

ROOTIE
How about carp? I heard about some carp farms down south, 
they’re growing carp fifteen feet long, and you know carp 
are all pretty colors and—

IZZY
Oil.

ROOTIE
Oil?

IZZY
I’m telling you, oil is Texas’ future. And them sheep got 
oil packed into their wool like you wouldn’t believe.

ROOTIE
Now why would we care about oil? We’re rustlers, Izzy! We 
rustle things! You can’t rustle oil! Oil doesn’t come in, 
like, herds! You can’t git along little barrels of oil!

IZZY
Girl, how’s your hands today?

ROOTIE
My hands?
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IZZY
A little dry?

ROOTIE
Well, ya, you know, Iz, this ain’t no easy life, out here 
under the stars, rustling things. Of course my hands is 
dry.

IZZY
Wouldn’t you like some nice lotion to soften up that skin?

ROOTIE
(sniggering)

Well, sure, but you can’t get lotion from a cactus.

IZZY
No, but you can from a… SHEEP!

(Izzy reaches around behind the cactus, pulls out an 
easel pad with a local map, spreadsheets and Gantt 
charts.)

IZZY 
You see here, girls, here’s the ranches in the county. All 
of ‘em with cowboys—

ROOTIE
Aren’t guys who herd sheep called “sheepboys”?

IZZY
Who cares!?! Ranchers. Cowboys. Wives. And all of ‘em out 
there working all day in the hot sun, putting in fenceposts 
and clearing out brush and branding critters. And by the 
end of the day, their hands are like shoe leather. They 
want so bad to have some nice lotion to soothe them hands. 
Oil. Girls, I’m telling you, Texas’ future is in oil.

ROOTIE
I ain’t convinced, Iz. How we gonna get oil from a sheep?
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IZZY
You press the wool between rollers. That oil just gushes 
off.

ROOTIE
So we don’t even have to kill the sheep! We just—

(Rootie stands, making confused rolling-the-oil-off-the-
sheep motions. Iz flips to a second map, some ranches 
circled.)

IZZY 
Girl, sit down. Now here’s the ranches I want to hit. We’ll 
start here, at Skinny Buzzard Ranch.

ROOTIE
Ain’t that the Sheriff’s place?

IZZY
Yep.

GG 2
Shouldn’t we maybe start with something a little easier? 
Like this ranch out here, ain’t nobody around for miles, 
and you know everybody hates that Old Man Bush who owns it, 
ain’t nobody gonna come to his defense.

ROOTIE
Ya! And this one, this here’s the actual Sheriff’s ranch, 
and not only is he the Sheriff but people actually like 
him, and it’s only a half-mile from town so if he wanted to 
get a posse—

IZZY
This here’s my gang, girl! My girl gang! I’m the only one 
who knows how to make charts! I’ve read Peter Drucker! If 
you don’t like the way I run it—

ROOTIE 
Wouldn’t be much of a gang if didn’t have any members.
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(Rootie relents.)

ROOTIE
Izzy, you hate Sheriff Grit, don’t you?

IZZY
Yeah. I hate him.

ROOTIE
Why? I think he’s kinda cute.

IZZY
Well, I ain’t never told you this before… but… me and the 
Sheriff, we was engaged to be married five years ago.

(Girl Gang gasps. Izzy pulls a two-foot Sheriff voodoo 
doll out of her saddlebags. She plucks a thorn off the 
cactus, stabs it in the doll. Keeps stabbing throughout 
this speech.)

IZZY
That’s right. We had the date all set, the china patterns 
picked, the gift registry with Jones’ Mercantile fixed, the 
invitations ordered from the printer, the menu for the 
reception—pork medallions in a white wine and shallot 
sauce, along with baby asparagus and fluffy mashed potatoes
—

GG 3
(aside to GG 2)

Bridezilla.

IZZY
--served with a chilled first-flush cabernet sauvignon. The 
photographer had been coached on how and when to take his 
shots, we’d ordered the cutest little almond favors for the 
guests to take home. For my gown we’d decided on a nice 
princess-line silhouette—you know, the kind of gown that’s 
fitted at the bodice and opens up gradually to a full 
skirt, which elongates your figure, for those of us girls 
with kind of a short waist—
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(GG 2 is snoring. Izzy kicks her.)

IZZY
—with seed pearls and sequins in a grape ivy pattern on the 
skirt (the wedding cake had been ordered with the same ivy 
pattern) in a really lovely blue-white silk with sky blue 
lace, and the live butterflies had been ordered from a 
wedding company back east. We’d written our own vows and 
set the lighting for the church. 

(GG1 motions to the others to take out their guns. They 
start cleaning them.)

IZZY
I’d ordered the bridesmaids to lose twenty pounds each and 
not wear their glasses for the ceremony, and I’d gotten the 
Sheriff on a weightlifting regimen to tone him up a little. 
Finally, I locked the pastor in the jail the night before 
to keep him out of the consecrated wine.
And then…

GIRL GANG MEMBERS
What? What happened?

IZZY
The bachelor party.

(Izzy throws the voodoo doll back in her saddlebags.)

IZZY
The town drunks got together to throw him a bachelor party. 
They was all drinking like fools at the saloon. Real late 
that Dee Kay sashayed in and started making eyes at my 
Sheriff. The next morning I found them together in the 
hayloft at Skinny Buzzard Ranch. And by the time I opened 
that box of butterflies, they was all dead.

(Iz cries. Girl Gang members surround her, petting and 
hugging, except for Rootie, who looks fit to be tied.)

GIRL GANG 1 & 2
Oooooo. Ya, I’d hate him too. Lousy jerk.
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ROOTIE
Iz, why that vile… you’re right, we should hit that blasted 
Sheriff first. Let’s take ALL his sheep. He got any goats? 
Let’s take them too. 

GG2
Chickens? How bout gerbils, he got any gerbils? 

GG3
I bet I could rustle a gerbil. 

ROOTIE
Let’s take his grasshoppers. 

IZZY
That’s my girl gang!

BILL
(still hiding behind the rock)

I’ve got to warn the sheriff!

(IN FRONT OF THE SALOON--MORNING.

Belle walks out of saloon doors, hair 
in curlers, coffee in hand. No one else 
in town is up yet. A stranger, 
WEEDHOPPER, approaches, moving in a 
very weird Tai Chi way. Weedhopper 
speaks sententiously, as if his speech 
were all poetry.)

WEEDHOPPER
The sun rises… the ten thousand things are reborn. Petals 
open.

BELLE
We’re not open yet.

WEEDHOPPER
I seek… a woman.
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BELLE
Come back in a couple hours.

WEEDHOPPER
I am… Weedhopper.

BELLE
Pleased, I’m sure. Belle.

WEEDHOPPER
You are… unhappy here, Belle. Your life essence grows dim.

BELLE
Now what cause do you have to be making personal comments 
on my life essence, Mr. Weedhopper?

(Weedhopper starts doing some weird, fake Tai Chi thing.)

WEEDHOPPER
I offer you… hope.

BELLE
I only take cash. 

WEEDHOPPER
The ten thousand things rise and fall.

BELLE
I’ve only seen a couple hundred of them.

(Weedhopper stops doing Tai Chi, looks Belle in the eye.)

WEEDHOPPER
I will tell you how you came to be here.

(beat)
You were a… wife.

BELLE
Dead on, so far.
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WEEDHOPPER
Your husband abandoned you.

BELLE
After a manner of speakin’. The Sidesaddle Boys shot him.

WEEDHOPPER
He left you only debts.

BELLE
I hope you’re not expectin’ a re-ward for this startling 
information.

(Weedhopper starts doing Tai Chi again, takes an envelope 
from a shirt pocket, hands it to Belle.)

WEEDHOPPER
You have not been… abandoned.

BELLE
Who are you?

WEEDHOPPER
Five years ago I was… the cook… and manicurist… for the 
Sidesaddle Boys.

BELLE
What’s this?

WEEDHOPPER
A… letter.

(He Tai Chis offstage.)

BELLE
Hey, wait! 

(She opens the letter, reads.)
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BELLE
A letter from Dee Kay to… Ponce Sassoon? 

(beat)
Oh my. 

(beat) 
And there’s money? If I can find it, I can quit this life.

(Sheriff comes stumbling up, head in hands, moaning. 
Belle hurries to put the letter away. The Posse Members 
enter,  file into the saloon.)

BELLE
Sheriff, you look like hell!

(Sheriff tries to take Belle’s hand. Belle snatches it 
back.)

SHERIFF
Boy, I feel like something’s been stabbin’ me through the 
head all night.

(Sheriff tries again to take her hand, she reaches up to 
pat her hair.

Belle moves away from Sheriff. There's a sudden wind--
then Posse Members and Belle freeze. Only Sheriff can 
still move.)

SHERIFF GRIT
What the--?

(He walks around a little bit, looking at Belle frozen, 
waving a hand in front of her face.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle? Now wait, how am I gonna get breakfast if—

(Enter GHOST, who wears a tattered Ranger uniform.)

GHOST
(ghostly voice)

Sue Grit! Sue Grit!
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SHERIFF GRIT
Aughghgh!

(The Sheriff cowers behind the horse trough.)

GHOST
(still ghostly)

Sue Grit! I am your father!

SHERIFF GRIT
Now ain’t you supposed to hold that revelation til later?

GHOST
(his voice normal now)

Don’t waste my time, boy.

SHERIFF GRIT
Oh… well, what’s up, dead—uh—Dad? How you enjoyin’ the 
afterlife?

GHOST
Not all it’s cracked up to be, boy. A distinct lack of 
whiskey round here.

SHERIFF GRIT
Then—you went to heaven?

GHOST
It ain’t like that, boy—wait, what’d you expect?

SHERIFF GRIT
Nothing, nothing, Dad… so what brings you around these 
parts?

GHOST
I have a prophecy for you, boy.
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SHERIFF GRIT
A prophecy? You got a good track record. You said I’d be a 
lousy sheriff, and I am. 

GHOST
Would you pay attention, boy? I told ya, I ain’t got much 
time. Here goes:

Take the Gnaaarly Roger and the gold
live happily til you die old.

SHERIFF GRIT
Take the Gnaaarly Roger? What the hell’s that supposed to 
mean?

GHOST
Hell if I know. One more thing:

When the kids are safe with sticks,
Meet me back at the gnaaarly ship.

SHERIFF GRIT
That doesn’t quite rhyme, does it?

GHOST
Jeez, I been shot in the back and killed, and he wants to 
bitch about my poetry.

SHERIFF GRIT
(quavery)

Dad?

GHOST
(eyerolling)

Yes, son?

(Ghost gets out an imaginary violin, starts playing and 
humming.)
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SHERIFF GRIT
I know I could never live up to you. You were the great Tex 
Grit, Army Captain and Texas Ranger and I… I’m just grit. 
Not even a chip off the old block, just… grit. But I want 
you to know, with all my heart, that I loved you as a son 
should.

GHOST
I shoulda never sent you to that damned Waldorf school. 
What the hell? Sitting around making little sheep outta 
cotton balls and toothpicks—

SHERIFF GRIT
Yeah, I remember that! That was fun!

GHOST
Instead of having you out herding real sheep, sheep with 
all kinds of gross problems like skin diseases and infected 
udders and—

SHERIFF GRIT
And one day we made stamps out of potatoes! Remember, we 
carved ‘em up and—

GHOST
I shoulda had you out shootin', instead of that namby-pamby 
finger-painting.

SHERIFF GRIT
I made you a sheriff’s star.

GHOST
What? What the hell you talkin’ about, boy?

SHERIFF GRIT
The potato stamp. I made you a sheriff’s star. You looked 
at it and kinda snarled, and you fed it to the pigs.

(GHOST looks away, guilty.)
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SHERIFF GRIT
Dad, why’d you throw that star away? I had to make it three 
times before I got the number of points right.

GHOST
Boy, I was a Sheriff! I was tryin’ to tame a lawless town! 
Somebody had to make it safe for the women and children!

SHERIFF GRIT
Make it safe for the children?

GHOST
Damned skippy, boy! I didn’t have time for no—

SHERIFF GRIT
Children?

GHOST
Well… uh… 

(The wind blows again. Ghost looks up, alert.)

GHOST
Boy, I’m being called back.

 SHERIFF GRIT
Dad? Will I ever see you again?

GHOST
Damned if I know. Hell, I thought dead was forever, and 
here I am yakkin’ it up with ya.

SHERIFF GRIT
Dad! Just one more thing! I—I sure as hell never meant to 
shoot you.

GHOST
You shot me?
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SHERIFF GRIT
You didn’t know—

GHOST
I thought them Sidesaddle Boys done shot me!

(Sheriff Grit backs toward the saloon.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Uh, been great seeing you, Dad, and I’ll keep an eye out 
for that Gnaarly Roger, sure as heck, you take care now!

GHOST
Why you little—

(The Ghost is suddenly blown backwards offstage. The 
Sheriff walks over to frozen Belle, gazes longingly at 
her, touches her cheek sweetly. He moves to plant a 
chaste kiss on her cheek… but she starts moving again. 
She screams to find him so close.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle, I been thinkin’. I don’t want you to do this—work—no 
more, this ain’t no good life, all them men.

BELLE
I can’t call in sick today, Sheriff! The sheep drive…

SHERIFF GRIT
Ewww. All them unwashed men. 

(Sheriff Grit snatches Belle’s hands.) 

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle, I’ll take care of you. You know I will.

(Belle tries to pull her hands back. They tussle over her 
hands.)

BELLE
Sheriff, you have a wife.
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SHERIFF
(puzzled)

Yeah, I know, she’s my wife.

BELLE
I heard them strangers in town talking about a new science 
called psy-chiatry. They can cure her, your wife, they can 
make her right in the head again.

SHERIFF
I’m afraid nothing will ever make Dee Kay right again.

(Belle finally gets her hands back.)

BELLE
Science will cure her! Why, some day science will make it 
possible for us to herd sheep on the moon! Before the year 
1900—

(Enter Bill at a headlong run.)

BILL
Sheriff! Sheriff! I’ve got to tell you about a—

SHERIFF GRIT
Now slow down, son, slow down. Take a deep breath, 
rebalance your chakras. Then tell us about it. What’s your 
name, son?

BILL
My name’s Abeyawahehenamalamabillibong.

SHERIFF GRIT
Abe— Abeya— billibong.

BILL
Abeyawahehenamalamabillibong. I admit, it’s kind of an 
unusual name, but really—
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BELLE
What’s that name mean, son? I know your people’s names have 
meaning.

BILL
So do yours, ma’am. For example the name Belle means 
“beauty”. The Sheriff’s name, Sue, is short for Susanna, 
which means “lily”. 

BILL
It also occurs in the Old Testament as the name of a woman 
falsely accused of a crime. My name, 
Abeyawahehenamalamabillibong, means Jabbers-Like-a-
Squirrel.

SHERIFF GRIT
Well! Bill! What was it you came to tell us?

BILL
There’s a girl gang of sheep rustlers heading for your 
place right now!—

SHERIFF GRIT
(aside)

The attic!

BELLE
Bill, why do you have a manzanita branch tied to your head?

SHERIFF GRIT
No time, Belle! They’re rustling my very own Skinny Buzzard 
Ranch! I gotta get a posse together! Come on, Bill!

(They run pell-mell to the saloon door, yell inside.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Posse! Saddle up!

(POSSE MEMBERS are drinking at the bar. They line up, 
yank off their western shirts to reveal black t-shirts 
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with white POSSE lettering. They whip out black baseball 
caps and aviator shades, and slap ‘em on.)

POSSE (ALL)
HOO-AH!

(Exit Sheriff, Bill, and Posse.)

BILL
(from offstage, yelling)

Did you know that the word “posse” originally comes from 
the Latin phrase “posse comitatus”—

(Belle remains standing outside the saloon, looking after 
the Sheriff, forlorn. The LITTLE HOLLEY GIRL enters, 
playing with a doll across the street. Enter Marshal 
Moniker from the jail.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Hello, Belle.

BELLE
Marshal! Shouldn’t you really be with the posse?

(Marshal Moniker snakes his arm around her waist, peers 
down at her boobs.) 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I got all the poss—

(Belle slaps him.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Now Belle, that wasn’t very ladylike, but then you ain’t 
much of a lady, are ya?

(Enter ZOMBIE, moaning. The ZOMBIE grabs the Little 
Holley Girl and bites her.) 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Auughgh!
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(Marshal Moniker pulls out his gun and starts shooting at 
the zombie. Zombie dumps the little Holley girl, turns 
toward Marshal. The Marshal’s a good shot, each one hits 
the zombie in a different body part, but not the head. 
Zombie keeps coming.)

BELLE
Marshal, I think there’s something wrong with that man.

MARSHAL
(getting out a different gun)

What the hell? Why won’t you go down? You so stoned you 
can’t feel this? You been out there smoking skunk weed? 
Locoweed?

(gets another gun from his boot)
Been doing tequila shooters? Eating the worms? Been down 
south chewing peyote buttons with Carlos Casteneda and his 
brujas?

(finally shoots zombie in the head, 
zombie goes down)

Bout time. 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER (CONT)
You know I gotta go fill out a wagonload of paperwork now, 
Belle. But we’re not finished, you and me, not by a long 
shot.

(Exit Marshal Moniker. At the rear of the stage, Dee Kay 
walks on, stares at Belle, exits.)

BELLE
Dee Kay? Is that you, Dee Kay? 

(IN THE HILLS--DAY.

Sheriff, Bill, and the Posse are 
tracking the Girl Gang. Posse members 
move like TV FBI agents: crouch, aim, 
run, crouch, aim…) 
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BILL
Sheriff, come here! These tracks, these are dog tracks, you 
can tell they’re not coyote tracks because the dog’s heel 
pad leaves a deep print, the coyote’s just a dot. 

SHERIFF
Now where could that Girl Gang have got to?

BILL
Sheriff, Sheriff, over this way, look, I can see where they 
herded some sheep, the ground’s all churned up.

SHERIFF
Bill, don’t bother me while I’m thinking. Now those look 
like dog tracks. Sheep herding dogs!

BILL
Look! There’s the smoke from their fire!

SHERIFF
And that looks like sheep tracks! Good lord, how many sheep 
have they got with them?

BILL
Look, Sheriff, there they are!

(Bill ducks down behind a rock. We can see the outline of 
a ship in the background.)

SHERIFF
Bill, how many times I gotta tell you to hush? I am trying 
to think!

(Bill is in agony, pointing at the sheep and the 
rustlers.)

SHERIFF
Now, wait, what’s this—smoke from a fire?

(Bill motions the Sheriff down and over.)
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SHERIFF
My god, Bill, look, there they are! I found them!—Izzy!

(Sheriff crouches down as well, motions the Posse to 
hide. The Girl Gang is gathered with a few sheep near a 
small cairn of rocks.)

IZZY
Now girls, we gotta shear these here sheep and press the 
wool for the lanolin. Who knows how to shear a sheep?

GG 1
Nope.

ROOTIE
Not me.

GG 3
I went to cosmetology school for a month. But I couldn't do 
anything but a pageboy haircut.

IZZY
Yecch. Okay, well I do know how to shear a sheep. Here, 
bring that sheep over here.

(Girl Gang member brings a sheep.)

IZZY
You just take these clippers and—wait, what’s this?

(She bends over, picks up a ragged belt out of the 
cairn.)

ROOTIE
That looks like Ol GrandDad’s belt buckle.

IZZY
One of the town drunks.
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ROOTIE
Yeah, he went missing.

IZZY
And this, look at this—this looks like Jim Beam’s hat.

ROOTIE
I told ya the town drunks been disappearing lately.

GG 1
Well you know that’s really not very nice, just calling 
them town drunks. Now I happen to know that Captain Morgan 
has been trying to quit drinking for on about a year, he’s 
got it cut down to where’s he only needs an eye-opener 
‘bout once a week—

GG2
Yeah, what makes a person a drunk, really? Cause I had this 
uncle, he greeted every sunrise with a hit of moonshine—

ROOTIE
That pretty much sounds like it, right there.

GG 2
Well, now wait, he took the test, all them questions like 
“Do you ever wish you could drink less” and "Have you ever 
decided to stop drinking for a week or so", and he said No 
to every last one of ‘em.

GG 3
Yeah, and the test says you gotta say yes to at least four 
of ‘em before you have a drinking problem.

IZZY
And look! Captain Morgan’s hook! 

(She picks it up, pokes around in the cairn with it) 
Now what are all these things—ewww, yecch!
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ROOTIE
What is it, Iz?

(Izzy pulls a head out, it’s biting on the hook.)

IZZY
It’s Captain Morgan’s head.

ROOTIE
Captain Morgan?

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Arrrr.

(The sheep begin to wander off, one by one.)

BILL
Zombie!

SHERIFF GRIT
Bless you.

GG 2
Hey, has anybody noticed that the sheep are like—

(Sheriff stands dramatically.)

SHERIFF GRIT
EVERYBODY PUT YOUR HANDS UP! YOU’RE ALL UNDER ARREST!

(Only Bill and Rootie do.)

IZZY
You’re not taking me in, Sheriff! 

CAPTAIN MORGAN
Arrrr.
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SHERIFF GRIT
I caught you red-handed here, little lady, and I’m taking 
you in.

IZZY
I don’t think so, you bastard! You jilted me for a woman 
you just locked up in an attic! 

(She drop kicks Captain Morgan’s head, knocking the gun 
out of the Sheriff’s hands, then she draws her own gun 
and shoots him in the shoulder.)

SHERIFF GRIT
OW! Ow! That really hurts!

IZZY
Come on girls, let’s go!

(Exit Izzy and Girl Gang, except Rootie, who is still 
standing there with her hands up, humming. Posse Member 
Bravo strides over to her, grabs her arm. She smiles 
fetchingly at him.)

POSSE MEMBER BRAVO
We got one! Boys, let's go git the rest!

SHERIFF GRIT
Wait! Somebody’s gotta take me to the Doc! This really 
hurts!

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Ain’t you supposed to say, you boys go on, leave me behind, 
I can’t keep up, an all that?

SHERIFF GRIT
What? I ain’t dyin’ or anything.
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POSSE MEMBER BRAVO
Then shouldn’t you just clench your jaw in a manly way and 
ride on? I knew this guy Shane, he got gutshot and he just 
rode off into the sunset smiling. 

SHERIFF GRIT
No! It really hurts! Ow!

(Posse Member Alpha ticks off three on his fingers.)

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Then there’s only one possibility left:

POSSE MEMBERS(ALL TOGETHER)
No man gets left behind. OOH-RAH! OOH-RAH!

(Posse Members Alpha & Charlie pick him up and carry him 
offstage. Posse Member Bravo handcuffs himself to Rootie 
shyly, they walk offstage.

Bill stays behind, crouched before Captain Morgan’s 
head.)

CAPTAIN MORGAN
ARRR….

(SALOON--DAY. 

The Sheriff lies on the table moaning. 
Belle fetches bar rags. Posse Members 
Alpha & Charlie have bellied up to the 
bar and are chalking up bets on whether 
the Sheriff will live. Odds are not 
good. Barkeep does barkeep stuff.)

BELLE
Don’t you worry, Sheriff, I’ll get Doc Welby and Dee Kay 
for you!

(Belle runs offstage. Enter Doc Tanquerey, drunk.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Doc Welby?
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DOC TANQUEREY
Nope, it’s Doc Tanquerey. Hey, what’s this, boy, you look 
like you been harpooned.

SHERIFF GRIT
No, shot.

DOC TANQUEREY
No, no, I know a harpoon wound when I see it.

(to the barkeep)
Get me a saw, a fifth of your best whiskey, and a pair of 
chopsticks right now!

SHERIFF GRIT
Really, Doc, Belle went to go get Doc Welby, I’m sure 
they’re on their way right now—

DOC TANQUEREY
Don’t be ridiculous, boy, you can’t let a wound like that 
wait. 

(Barkeep returns with items, hands them to the Doc.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Doc, really, it’s ok, I’m feeling much better just knowing 
that this—uh—harpoon wound can be cured—

(Doc saws the top off the bottle, then splashes it on 
Sheriff’s wound. Taking a huge swig for himself, he puts 
aside the saw and plunges the chopsticks into the wound, 
pulling out the bullet. Sheriff screams. Then Doc 
splashes more whiskey on the wound, pats on a bar rag for 
a bandage, and walks out with the bottle.)

SHERIFF
Wasn’t he supposed to give me some of that to drink?

(Enter Bill at a dead run.)

BILL
Sheriff, Sheriff, we’ve got a huge problem!
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SHERIFF
Damned skippy we do! That Izzy shot me and ran off with all 
my sheep!

BILL
No, I mean bigger than that—

SHERIFF
I mean, in five years of Sheriffin, nobody ever actually 
shot me! And I was gonna marry her once! Can you imagine 
what mighta happened the first time we argued over whose 
turn it was to change a diaper—

BILL
No, it’s not about that, Sheriff!

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, what is it then, Bill?

(Enter Marshal Moniker.)

BILL
Zombies.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
(looking at Bill)

Zombies?

SHERIFF GRIT
(looking at Marshal)

Zombies!

POSSE
AUGHGHGHGHG!

(Posse Members run away.)
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(INTERMISSION)

(SALOON--DAY.

Same setting. Marshal Moniker leans up 
against a wall, snickering. Posse 
Members sneak back in. Sheriff Grit 
grabs Bill’s shirtfront.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Zombies! Bill. Bill. Listen to me very carefully. You gotta 
go out to Skinny Buzzard Ranch and check my wife. Make sure 
she’s—ah—still locked safe in the attic.

BILL
Locked in the attic? Not any more.

SHERIFF
What? What do you mean?

BILL
The Girl Gang let her loose. Izzy was pretty steamed, let 
me tell ya, first you dump her to marry Dee Kay, and then 
you just keep Dee Kay locked up—

SHERIFF GRIT
But she’s a zombie. She started eating brains the day after 
we married! She went out to check on the sheep, and she 
came back a zombie!

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
(aghast) (aside)

Dee Kay is a zombie? 

BILL
Well that explains a lot of things. So far just two cases—
this stranger the Marshal shot and the little Holley girl 
over at the jail. But you know once you seen one zombie, 
they’re like cockroaches, there’s gonna be a million more.
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SHERIFF GRIT
Bill! Belle! Bill! Go find my Belle!

BILL
Dee Kay, Izzy, Belle… what am I, some kind of chick 
delivery service?

(Bill exits.

Marshal Moniker strides over, sticks a thumb in Sheriff’s 
wound. Sheriff screams.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Tell me what Dee Kay looks like!

SHERIFF GRIT
AUGHGHGH!!! Short, dark curly witchy hair, built like a 
fireplug, looks best at 2am, kinda decaying a little.

(The Marshal removes his thumb from the Sheriff’s wound.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
That’s her!

(Townspeople gather outside the saloon, agitated.)

SHERIFF GRIT
What are you waiting for, Marshal? Tell me what your plan 
is.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I don’t have a plan. You’re the Sheriff.

SHERIFF GRIT
Oh. Yeah. Well, if you was the Sheriff, what would your 
plan be?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Plan B? We don’t even have a Plan A yet.
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SHERIFF
Plan B, Plan A, what the hell are you talking about, man? 
What are we gonna do about these zombies?

BILL
(Waaaay offstage)

I know!

(Panicky voices of the townspeople outside. Posse Member 
Alpha gets up, looks outside.)

SHERIFF
Belle! What happened to Belle? 

(Posse Member Alpha turns back to Sheriff Grit.)

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Sheriff! Sheriff! The townspeople, they’re all freakin’ 
out!

SHERIFF GRIT
Marshal, you’re the ranking lawman here now.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
Enough a this shit. I’m outta here.

SHERIFF
Whaddayou mean, you’re outta here? We got zombies!

(Marshal Moniker takes off his Marshal star and hurls it 
at Grit like a ninja throwing star, laughing.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER
I ain’t no stinking lawman, Sue, even less than you.

(Marshal Moniker exits.)

SHERIFF
What the--? 

(The Sheriff gets up from the table, goes out to reassure 
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townspeople, who mill outside like sheep.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Now listen up! Everybody calm down.

TOWNSPEOPLE
Up! Down!

SHERIFF GRIT
We got two zombies! One’s dead, and one’s in the jail! I 
guess that Little Holley Girl ain’t gonna be playing the 
piano any time soon, but we got only two zombies! Count 
‘em! One, two!

TOWNSPEOPLE
Zombies! One! Two!

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, three if you count Dee Kay. And Captain Morgan ain’t 
gonna be piratin’ around anytime soon. And the other town 
drunks… But there ain’t a damned thing to panic about!

TOWNPEOPLE
Panic! Panic!

SHERIFF GRIT
Now run on home, get your kids and your guns! We can kick 
ass on them zombies!

TOWNSPEOPLE
Run! Zombies!

(Townspeople scream, scatter like chickens.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, shit.

(IN THE HILLS--DAY.

Belle rushes down a path.)
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BELLE
Gotta get Dee Kay for the Sheriff… and that .45 has got to 
be with her.

(Moniker enters stage left.)

MONIKER
Well lookey here. Perfectly clear day, but it's raining 
sluts.

(Belle pulls up short.)

BELLE
I do what I do to earn my keep, Moniker. You are a bully 
because you enjoy it.

MONIKER
Why are you heading to Skinny Buzzard Ranch?

BELLE
Why are you? 

MONIKER
None of your damned business, harlot.

(He grabs her arm roughly.)

MONIKER
But you'll make a damned fine snack.

BELLE
What do you mean?

MONIKER
First, a little entertainment. Then I've got a dead sister 
to feed.

(Moniker yanks her roughly offstage.)

(STILL IN THE HILLS.

Bill enters at a run, screeches to a 
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halt.)

BILL
Hey, I didn't get an Eagle Badge in tracking class for 
nothing. There's a pointy little heel print if I ever saw 
one.

(He looks for the next print. Weedhopper tai chis 
onstage.)

WEEDHOPPER
You seek… a woman.

BILL
Weedhopper! Long time no see!

(Weedhopper stops doing the tai chi thing, shakes himself 
out, they do the guy back-slapping-hug thing.)

WEEDHOPPER
Hey! Abeyawahehenamalamabillibong! How ya doing, man!

BILL
Not so great. 

WEEDHOPPER
Heard you got kicked out of the tribe for the know-it-all 
thing.

BILL
Yeah.

WEEDHOPPER
How many times did I tell you to knock that shit off?

BILL
You know I could really use some of that Oriental wisdom 
stuff at the moment, instead of you just kicking my butt.

(Weedhopper starts tai chi-ing again.)
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WEEDHOPPER
You must learn to be… still… it is only in silence… that 
one can hear.

(He stops and stands normally again.)

WEEDHOPPER
Man, you know I do that schtick only for the white folks. 
Besides, you aren't listening anyway.

BILL
Whaddayou mean, man? 

WEEDHOPPER
You don't listen to anybody.

(Bill, irked, starts to head offstage.)

BILL
Weedhopper, I gotta go, I’m on a mission. Gotta find Belle. 

WEEDHOPPER
It sure must feel good to know everything.

BILL
What?

WEEDHOPPER
Yeah, you must feel like the only human among zombies.

BILL
I'm not like that!

WEEDHOPPER
I'm just thinking what a rich feeling it must be, to look 
down at every one you meet like they're moaning brain-
eaters. 
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BILL
Weedhopper! I'm not like that! How can you say that?

WEEDHOPPER
Cause I'm your friend, man. And I know you could be a 
righteous dude if you'd admit that sometimes you're dumb as 
a zombie too. 

(beat)
Belle's on her way to Skinny Buzzard Ranch. But that nasty 
dude in the black hat grabbed her.

(exit Bill and Weedhopper)

(STILL IN THE HILLS.

Moniker pulls Belle along, then stops 
and throws her on the ground. He starts 
unbuckling his gunbelt.)

MONIKER
There's the ranch. We ought to have ourselves a little fun 
before we go meet my sister, don't you think? 

BELLE
Don't be such a cliché.

(Moniker takes off his chaps.)

MONIKER
Look, I wear a black hat, I threaten Sheriffs and plot with 
rustlers, and I'm in town to find out what happened to my 
outlaw sister. There ain't no end to my clichés, Jezebel. 
So you just drop them drawers now and we'll get this done.

BELLE
You're Jewel Sassoon, son of the leader of the Sidesaddle 
Boys. Your sister… that's why she wanted to marry the 
sheriff!

(Moniker takes off his belt.)
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MONIKER
Who told you? You're too stupid to figure it out.

BELLE
I AM WHOLEHEARTEDLY SICK OF PEOPLE TELLING ME I'M STUPID!

MONIKER
Damn! Take a valium!

(Moniker's pants fall around his ankles, leaving him in 
just Hawaiian boxers. While his pants are still down, 
Belle leaps to knee him in the gonads. Moniker falls and 
groans on the ground. Belle grabs his gun, which she 
points at him. Moniker freezes.)

MONIKER
A little hussy like you can't handle a man's gun.

(Belle reaches down and pulls a hand cannon out of her 
boot.)

BELLE
I been handling men's guns for five years now, Jewel.

(Belle points both guns at Moniker. His looks like a pea-
shooter in comparison. He stands and puts both hands up.)

BELLE
Now I suggest you head on back to town.

(Moniker starts to pull his pants up.)

BELLE
(shaking her head no)

Ah!

MONIKER
I can't leave without a gun!
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BELLE
(gesturing with Moniker's gun)

This is your weapon…
(pointing the gun at his crotch)

This is your gun.
One is for shooting…

(BOOM! She shoots the ground near his 
foot.)

The other's for fun.

(She blows the smoke curling out the 
end of the gun.)

BELLE
I left you one, Jewel. Now you'd better git before I shoot 
it off ya.

(Moniker stands tall in his boxers and boots, pants still 
around his ankles.)

MONIKER
Listen, chippy. I got four heavily-armed brothers riding 
this way. You got a pantywaist sheriff and a town fillin' 
up with zombies. It ain't over yet.

(Moniker waddles off stage. Belle continues on to Skinny 
Buzzard Ranch.)

(INT. SALOON--EVENING

Posse Members Alpha & Charlie have 
gathered around the Sheriff. They’re 
arguing about what to do about the 
zombies.)

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
I say we go up to the mine, get the dynamite, and blast ‘em 
to kingdom come!

POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
I say we blast ‘em to El Paso!

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
What the hell?
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POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
I just hate El Paso. Spent a year there one week.

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Austin! Blast ‘em to Austin! Them pussy liberals ain’t even 
got no guns to fight ‘em!

POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
El Paso!

SHERIFF GRIT
Listen up! 

(Belle and Bill run in.)

BELLE
Sheriff! Sheriff!

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle! You’re safe!

(Sheriff Grit jumps up, grabs her, hugs her. They 
suddenly kiss passionately, then start heating up. Posse 
Members keep arguing. Bill wanders over to bar, orders a 
cheeseburger.)

BELLE
Sheriff! Wait! We got to take care of business first!

(Sheriff starts fumbling for his wallet with one hand.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Okay, okay—

BELLE
Not that! Listen, that Marshal Elias Moniker—he ain’t no 
Marshal! 

(Sheriff continues fondling Belle. Posse members have 
stopped arguing, are watching intently. Alpha starts 
chalking odds on the board.)
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SHERIFF GRIT
I know, he quit. 

BELLE
No, no! I sent a telegraph off to Marshal Headquarters in 
Austin!

(The Sheriff’s still kissing and fondling.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Beep-buh-beep-beep--

(Belle slaps Sheriff Grit hard.)

BELLE
It just pisses me off when men don’t listen! 

(Sheriff holds Belle at arm’s length, glares at posse 
members, who turn sheepishly to their whiskeys. Belle 
smiles, sweet again.)

BELLE
Sheriff, he wasn’t ever a Marshal. They never heard of him 
in Austin. But I know who he is.

SHERIFF GRIT
Who is he, then, Belle?

BELLE
If Austin ain’t never heard of him, who was he? And why did 
he care about who shot your daddy—

SHERIFF GRIT
I didn’t shoot him! I didn’t! Yay!
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BELLE
I thought you had, but now I know you didn’t. There were 
three .45s: yours, my husband’s, and Dee Kay’s. You and my 
husband shot at the same time. You shot at Ponce, and my 
husband shot your gun outta your hand. It ruined the 
sights, after that you couldn’t have shot a canyon wall. 
Then he got shot before your daddy went down, so your daddy 
had to have been shot by Dee Kay’s gun. And I think I know 
who Dee Kay really is, too.

SHERIFF GRIT
Wait! Who’s the Marshal, really?

BELLE
He’s Jewel Sassoon, son of Ponce Sassoon!

SHERIFF GRIT
Ponce! The former leader of the Sidesaddle Boys!

BELLE
And Austin says the rest of the Sons of the Sidesaddle Boys 
are riding this way!

(All grab their hair protectively.)

ALL
AUUGHGGHGHGHGHGHHH!

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
Sheriff, what are we gonna do?

(Moniker/Sassoon enters at a run.

Jack Daniels and Jim Beam stumble in after him, muttering 
pure gibberish. At first, they head for the bar, then 
stop and head for the Sheriff, then the bar, then the 
Sheriff—)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
They followed me from the hills!

(Bill jumps up from the bar, taking his cheeseburger, 
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slinks over to the Sheriff. Sheriff points to Moniker/
Sassoon.)

SHERIFF GRIT
You’re Jewel Sassoon!

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Duh.

(Bill points to the town drunks.)

BILL
They’re zombies!

SHERIFF GRIT
Are you sure?

BILL
Hell ya I’m sure!

(They watch the zombie drunks who are still indecisively 
turning back and forth, bar and posse.)

SHERIFF GRIT
How can you tell?

BILL
Ever seen ‘em not leap for the bar like a bored teenager on 
an Xbox?

(All gasp, pull guns, start shooting. The zombies turn to 
attack, take a number of gut shots.

Moniker/Sassoon grabs his gun from Belle.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
(to Belle) 

It ain't over.
(to others)

Aim for their heads! You gotta shoot ‘em in the head!
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(All stop to reload except the Sheriff, who takes careful 
aim, fires, misses. Shoots one of the zombie’s bottles 
tho, zombie makes a mournful moan. Other town drunk 
zombies pause to moan too.)

BELLE
Go Sheriff! You can do it! Shoot them!

(Sheriff raises his gun.)

BILL
You don’t have to do that. Just use—

(Posse members have reloaded, shoot the drunks in the 
skulls. In the sudden silence, moaning is heard all 
around the saloon. The back walls shake, the sound of 
glass breaking.)

SHERIFF GRIT
They’re busting in! We gotta get to the jail! It’s got the 
best defenses!

(Sheriff and Posse circle around Belle and Bill and start 
backing out of the saloon.)

(STREET—EVENING

Frightened townspeople gather in 
clutches outside with their children. 
They all brandish rifles. Moaning is 
heard all around.

Kentucky Townsman grabs Sheriff by the 
front of the shirt, implores him in a 
whiny, screechy voice.)

KENTUCKY TOWNSMAN 
Sheriff! You gotta keep my fambly safe!

SHERIFF
“Fambly”? Did anyone ever actually say “fambly”?
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BILL
Ya, but it’s an eastern dialect. Think Kentucky hills, 
shacks, really bad dental work--

KENTUCKY TOWNSMAN 
 (turning to Bill)

Now look here you yella-bellied—

BILL
That expression has an interesting history too—

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
What are we gonna do?

SHERIFF
Put all the kids in jail!

(Townspeople look perplexed or pissed, mutter.)

KENTUCKY TOWNSMAN 
Now jest yew wait a gol-durned minnit! My Jehosephat ain’t 
done nothing—

BILL
Jehosephat? Is he kinda jumpy, by any chance?

(Zombies are pouring thru the saloon. Sheriff and 
townspeople set up a crude defensive perimeter around the 
jail, they start picking off the zombies that get too 
close. Sheriff, Moniker/Sassoon, and armed townspeople 
are all shooting throughout the rest of this scene.)

SHERIFF
Get the kids in the jail cells! They’ll be safe there!

BELLE
Sheriff, you gotta get the Little Holley Girl out of there 
first!
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SHERIFF
Posse, go get that girl out of there and put the kids in 
the cells!

(Posse Members Alpha and Charlie go into jail. Now, as 
foreground scene plays out, we see them shrug, argue a 
little, and finally shoot Holley. They also shoot Posse 
Member Bravo, who’s still lying on the floor. They open 
Rootie's cell and let her out. Posse Member Alpha 
ineffectively wipes the blood off the walls. They put out 
brightly-colored plastic toys.)

TOWNSWOMAN 1
Hey! Wait! What about me? I don’t have any kids. What about 
me?

TOWNSMAN 2
Yeah! And them O’Kennedys got twelve!

TOWNSMAN 3
Every sperm is sacred!

TOWNSWOMAN 2
Won’t somebody think of the children!

SHERIFF
I am thinking of the children. Get ‘em in the jail.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Yeah, Holley was in the jail, look what happened to her.

(Posse members Alpha and Charlie are just dumping her 
body outside. They look up guiltily.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Don’t you Swift Boat me! You know damned good and well she 
was a zombie before she went into the jail!

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Sorta like you, Grit?
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(Belle punches Moniker/Sassoon, who reels backwards.)

BELLE
I hope you get bit, Jewel! I’m gonna enjoy shooting you!

SHERIFF GRIT
Listen up, people! There just ain’t enough room in the jail 
for all of us! We got to keep the little ones safe! So you 
just get them kids into the cells right now!

(He points to the townspeople.)

SHERIFF GRIT
You folks, up against the walls!

(Townspeople, grumbling, drop their guns, turn and spread 
‘em.)

SHERIFF GRIT
No! Not like that!

(He manhandles townspeople around, puts their guns back 
in their hands. They start shooting again.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Defend the jail.

KENTUCKY TOWNSMAN 
Wow, Ah allus said I’d give mah laff for little Jehosephat. 
Didn’t think Ah’d hafta actually do it. 

(pulling himself up straight, nodding) 
You damn sure keep my son safe, you hear me Sheriff? 

(Sheriff nods solemnly.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Posse, get inside. Then we gotta plan how we’re getting the 
kids outta here.

(JAIL--NIGHT. 

Sounds outside of guns going off, 
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screams, zombie moans. Kids bicker in 
the cells. Sheriff, Posse, Bill, Belle, 
Rootie, and Moniker/Sassoon plan their 
escape.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
So we make for the Native American village?

ROOTIE
Boy ain’t we gonna be a welcome sight. Like a load ‘a 
smallpox blankets.

SHERIFF GRIT
They been here hundreds of years. They must know how to 
keep the zombies away.

BILL
I been telling you. Manzanita.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
I saw ‘em traipse right thru an entire manzanita grove 
after--uh--ya.

(he glares at Belle)
It don’t work.

BELLE
You sure you know what manzanita looks like, there, Jewel? 
I didn’t know Western botany was a big subject in beauty 
college.

(Moniker/Sassoon peers close at Belle’s face.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Ever heard of moisturizer, lady?

ROOTIE
Izzy was right!

(Moniker/Sassoon is still peering closely at Belle.)
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Say, what’s that? It looks like a bite mark!

BELLE
No, it’s just a scratch.

(Moniker/Sassoon stands up, pulls his gun.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
No it ain’t. You’ve been infected.

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle! Let me see!

(All look closely.)

BELLE
Jeez, you guys wanna check my teeth too?

SHERIFF GRIT
It’s just a scratch.

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
No, it’s a bite.

(He too pulls his gun. Belle looks, alarmed, at Moniker/
Sassoon.)

BELLE
No, it’s a scratch! I got it when we were coming over here 
from the saloon.

(They all look at Bill. Bill's practically choking.)

BILL
I--I--I DON'T KNOW!

ALL
(like a heavenly host)

Hallelujah! Hallelujah! Hallelujah!
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(Posse Member Charlie gets up to look.)

POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
Yeah, it’s just a scratch. A bite would be all jaggedy.

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
How do you know?

POSSE MEMBER CHARLIE
(proudly)

Been taking dental school correspondence courses.

ALL
Hey, that’s great! Wow! Congratulations!

(After a pause, Moniker holsters his gun.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
(to Belle)

It ain't over, you Typhoid Mary!

BILL
Typhoid Mary won’t happen for another 47 years.

ALL
Bill, shut up! Can it! Knock it off!

SHERIFF GRIT
Just leave Belle out of it. Now, at daybreak we make for 
the tribe. Bill, tell us the route again.

BILL
Well, you go on up the Skinny Buzzard Trail to the Skanky 
Cougar Trail, past the box canyon—

BELLE
Now why is it called a box canyon, anyway? It’s not really 
box-shaped, is it? It’s more like a—
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SHERIFF GRIT
Go on, Bill.

BILL
At Shiny Carp Creek, turn onto the Heyalayala  Trail—

ROOTIE
What does Heyalayala mean, anyway?

BILL
You’re not going to like it.

(Everybody makes the “go on” gesture.)

BILL
Um, well, it means “White People Smell Like Nasty Old 
Cheese.”

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Could we get on with this?

BILL
That’s it. Up the Heyalayala Trail three miles to my 
people’s village.

SHERIFF GRIT
Bill and Jewel here are gonna take the lead. The posse and 
I will bring up the rear. Belle and Rootie, you keep them 
kids moving.

(Rootie stands up and punches Sheriff Grit just as hard 
as she can in the stomach.)

SHERIFF GRIT
(wheezing)

What the hell was that for?
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ROOTIE
Cause I may not have the right to vote in a ballot box for 
another 60 years, and I may never make as much money as a 
guy rustler, but damn if I ain’t as good on them trails as 
Bill, more trustworthy than Jewel, and a hell of a lot 
better shot than you, Sheriff!

ALL
Ya, she’s got a point there. She can shoot. Better her than 
Jewel.

SHERIFF GRIT
Ya, okay, but did ya have to punch me?

ROOTIE
Women been too damned nice about it all for too damned 
long.

BELLE
Amen, sister.

SHERIFF GRIT
Ok, fine, whatever. Rootie, you’re on point with Bill. 
Jewel, you herd kids. Everybody get some rest. I’ll do 
first watch.

(Intermittent shooting, moaning continue outside. Sheriff 
gets up to check through the windows. Lights fade. 
Night.)

(JAIL--MORNING.

Everyone is sleeping. Quiet outside. 
Bill awakens first, singing softly.)

BILL
Oh what a zombieful morning, oh what a zombieful day… 

(stops singing)
what? Who’s on watch?

(Bill stands, looks outside the jail door. He jumps back, 
starts shaking the Sheriff, whispering.)
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BILL
Sheriff! Sheriff! Wake up! They’re all gone!

SHERIFF GRIT
What? Who?

BILL
The townspeople! They’re all gone! And the zombies too!

(Sheriff Grit gets up slowly, looks out window.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Hot damn.

(He starts dancing a jig. Bill leaps to him, puts a hand 
over his mouth and stops his dancing. Bill’s still 
whispering.)

BILL
Think, Sheriff! It means all the townsfolk are zombies!

(Bill’s hand is still over the Sheriff’s mouth, so the 
Sheriff’s next line is garbled.)

SHERIFF GRIT
But the zombies are all gone too!

BILL
What?

(Bill removes his hand.)

SHERIFF GRIT
But the zombies are all gone too!

BILL
No, they’re around somewhere! We have to be very quiet. 
Wake everybody up. Who the hell was supposed to be on 
watch?
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SHERIFF GRIT
I, uh, fell asleep. 

Well, saaa-reee! I got shot yesterday, remember? It was a 
little over-the-top stressful.

(Bill and Sheriff wake everybody up quickly.)

SHERIFF GRIT
How many guns we got left?

BILL
Twelve.

(Zombies gather outside, slowly, unfocused.) 

ROOTIE
Ya, how many bullets?

(Zombies start moaning. In the jail, they count bullets. 
Everybody holds up three fingers.)

BILL
Three each, exactly? Wow, what are the odds? Sheriff, we 
gotta make for the hills, now.

POSSE MEMBER ALPHA
We’re not getting anywhere with three bullets each! We’ll 
be brains on toast!

SHERIFF
There’s only one solution.

(Sheriff jumps up, grabs at a rack of pool cues on the 
wall.)

ROOTIE
Ya! I say we fight our way to the general store, get us 
some supplies, and start making some badass mechanical 
buzzards! They can swoop down on the zombies—

(Sheriff Grit passes out pool cues, one to each adult.)
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
How come you got a rack of pool cues in the jail?

SHERIFF GRIT
Evidence. Last month’s saloon fight was a doozy.

(Zombies are massing outside.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
So, what, we’re gonna challenge ‘em to a pool tournament?

SHERIFF GRIT
We’re making torches.

ALL
Ya! Hey, great idea!

SHERIFF GRIT
We’ll use these pool cues and…

(He looks, there’s only the Texas and American flags, and 
the children’s stuffed animals.)

BILL
(pointing to the flags)

Well, it ain’t illegal yet…

SHERIFF GRIT
Everybody grab a bunny.

(The kids open their mouths, take in huge breaths to 
wail. Zombies outside perk up, turn toward the jail. All 
the adults freak, shaking their heads no and making 
shushing noises at the kids—the kids stop, perplexed. 
Zombies relax, mill around unfocused again. The adults 
take the stuffed animals and jam them onto pool cues.) 

SHERIFF GRIT
Who’s got a match?

(All pat their pockets, shake their heads no.)
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BILL
Come on, it’s only 1862! Smoking ain’t outlawed til 2024!

(Moniker/Sassoon sheepishly pulls out a lighter. All 
nod.)

ALL
Yea, uh huh. I knew it.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Well, shit, I am the bad guy.

(Sheriff grabs the lighter.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Everybody light your torches. Then we bust out the door.

(A huge yipping, whooping, the sounds of hundreds of 
hooves.)

SHERIFF GRIT
What the--?

(A sheep stampede runs through the middle of the town, 
scattering zombies everywhere. Lots of baaa-ing. It’s the 
Girl Gang on stick horses come to rescue Rootie.

Izzy is all puffed up, ready for a fight.)

IZZY
Sheriff! We come for Rootie, and we ain’t leaving til we 
get her!

(Sheriff shoves Rootie out the door.)

SHERIFF GRIT
No sweat, Izzy!

(Izzy looks deflated.)

ROOTIE
Hey, Iz, you was right about that moisturizer thing!
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IZZY
Hell ya, girl, I’m always right.

SHERIFF GRIT
Bill, Jewel, you keep an eye out for zombies, you hear?

(They turn to keep lookout. Sheriff turns to Izzy.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Izzy, we need your help.

IZZY
Shouldn’t you be looking after Dee Kay? Or did you dump her 
too? Oh, I forgot, you locked her in an attic.

SHERIFF GRIT
She was a zombie!

IZZY
Was that before or after you two-timed me with her the 
night—before—our—wedding?

SHERIFF GRIT
Okay, okay! That morning you found Dee Kay and me in the 
hayloft, well naturally you thought the worst. I swear I 
hadn't touched her, but Dee Kay said she was pregnant. So I 
had to marry her.

IZZY
Wait, let's get this straight. You hadn't touched her?

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, we held hands.

IZZY
And she said she was pregnant?
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SHERIFF GRIT
Yep.

IZZY
And you believed her?

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, I, uh, yeah.

(All look at the Sheriff with incomprehension. Moniker/
Sassoon starts laughing.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Oh, Dee Kay.

BELLE
Dee Kay’s his sister.

SHERIFF GRIT
Your sister? How many ‘a you damned Sassoons are there?

(Zombies are heard moaning. All light their torches. Kids 
wail.)

ROOTIE
Could we all sort out your domestic situation another time? 

SHERIFF GRIT
Izzy, I swear to you, I loved you. And I did wrong, 
somehow, although I ain’t sure how, maybe it had something 
to do with—

(Zombie moans come closer.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, anyway, Izzy, I am deeply sorry, and I apologize to 
you. But right now we need to get these kids out of here.

(Izzy snorts again, then relents.)
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IZZY
What is it you want?

SHERIFF GRIT
We’re taking ‘em to Bill’s tribe. They’ll take care of the 
kids while we go get help. Help us get out of town, up to 
the trails. Then you and your gang can go.

(Izzy points in the direction the sheep went.)

IZZY
Those were your sheep.

SHERIFF GRIT
Okay, no prob.

IZZY
And we got your prize roosters.

SHERIFF GRIT
(gritting his teeth)

Okay, sure, fine.

IZZY
And we took your tropical fish tank.

SHERIFF GRIT
Not the—aughgh! God damn it, Iz—!

(A mass of zombies appears at the end of the street.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Fine! That’s great! Let’s just go!

IZZY
Yippee-o-kay-ay! Girl Gang, let’s ride!

(The Girl Gang surrounds all as they make their way out 
of town. Zombies follow.)
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(IN THE HILLS, AT A FORK IN THE TRAIL--
DAY

Thunder rumbles. Zombies are heard 
moaning in the distance.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Izzy, you get these people up to the Native American tribe, 
you hear? You go on, with my thanks.

BELLE
Wait, you’re not coming, Sheriff? Where are you going?

SHERIFF
I got a meeting at the Gnaarly Roger.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Even you’re not stupid enough to go off when the hills are 
covered with zombies!

SHERIFF GRIT
I gotta meet my daddy.

BELLE
Your daddy? Sheriff, what—

SHERIFF GRIT
He came to me as a ghost. He said I had to meet him there.

BELLE
He came as a ghost? Don’t you think he mighta been a little 
addled? Don’t you think you mighta been a little addled?

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle, I done failed him once already. I might not have 
shot him, but I failed him sure as girl gangs rustle 
weedhoppers. I ain’t gonna do it again.
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BELLE
I’m going with you.

BILL
Me too.

BELLE
You? Bill, you gotta take the kids!

BILL
I can’t.

BELLE
You, what, forgot the way home?

BILL
No. I’ve been--banished.

SHERIFF
Bill, why?

BILL
The tribe got tired of me being such a know-it-all.

(All nod, shrug. Zombie moans closer.)

SHERIFF GRIT
But Bill, surely, this is an extraordinary circumstance—

(Lightning flashes, thunder roars. Bill looks up.)

BILL
No exceptions.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Ever think about usin’ that talent for good instead of 
evil? Start a newspaper, man.
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BILL
A newspaper! Yeah, I like it!

SHERIFF GRIT
(to Izzy and the Girl Gang)

Then go! Girl Gang, Posse, ride these kids to the tribe!

(Izzy and the Girl Gang whoop and ride off. Then Iz comes 
back, throws the Sheriff the voodoo doll. They continue 
on up the trail.

Hoofbeats are heard off in the distance, men yelling “For 
Vidal! For Vidal!”)

BELLE
The Sons of the Sidesaddle Boys!

(Moniker/Sassoon whoops, grabs the Sheriff’s gun, points 
it at Belle.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Hand over your guns or the whore gets plugged.

SHERIFF GRIT
Can’t we continue this feud at a more amenable time?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
No. 

(Moniker/Sassoon shoots. Bill wails and grabs his foot.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Damn, you really gotta get these sights fixed.

(All hand over their guns. Moniker/Sassoon turns to run 
off.)

SHERIFF GRIT
You’re just taking our guns and leaving us here?
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MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
(glaring at Belle)

Don’t you worry, Sheriff, I’m coming back for you.

(Moniker/Sassoon runs off, yelling.) 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Versache! Dee-yore! Bring me a damned horse!

(Zombies arrive. Sheriff and Belle grab Bill, his arms 
over their shoulders.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Now you two stick close, we’re gonna get through this just 
fine.

(Offstage, we hear whoops of reunion as Moniker/Sassoon 
meets up with the Sidesaddle Boys.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Good afternoon for some wind sprints, ya? Run!

(The whoops get closer. Bill, Belle, and the Sheriff run, 
torches held out to keep the occasional zombie away. They 
outpace the zombies, but find themselves up against a 
canyon wall.)

SHERIFF GRIT
Uh-oh.

BILL
Sheriff, it’s the box canyon!

SHERIFF GRIT

(losing it)
Yeah, but if it had been shaped like a box, we wouldn’t be 
in this trouble! We woulda seen the edge or something! 
Wouldn’t a box canyon have a lid? 

(Belle slaps him.

The Sons of the Sidesaddle Boys arrive, pin them against 
the wall of the canyon.)
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SHERIFF GRIT
It’s déjà vu all over again.

(Thunder crashes. It begins to rain, snuffing the 
torches. Storm continues until further notice.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Well, Grit, how’d you prefer to get plugged?

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, they say that gut wounds are really painful, so I’d 
have to say no to that… you could try to shoot me in the 
head but if you missed I might end up alive, but an idiot—

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Too late there.

(Bill starts breaking branches off a bush.)

BELLE
Jewel, I know what your sister Dee Kay did! She shot Ranger 
Tex Grit!

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
Yeah, that sounds like her.

BELLE
She stood up on the edge of this very canyon and shot him 
right in the back!

SHERIFF GRIT
She killed my daddy? Then why’d she want to stick around 
and marry me?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
‘Cause of the money.

(Zombies sneak in.)
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BILL
Money?

BELLE
The money from the bank robbery. The Sidesaddle Boys hid 
it. She had to stick close to the Sheriff to find it. She 
wasn’t gonna stay any longer than she had to, though, and 
she was gonna kill you too, Sheriff, before she left. But a 
zombie got her first.

(Bill hands a branch each to the Sheriff and Belle, and 
they take them although they hardly notice.) 

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
That’s what I came back for.

(Moniker/Sassoon aims his pistol at the Sheriff.)

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
So, I think a gut shot sounds pretty good.

(Zombies attack the Sons of the Sidesaddle Boys behind 
Moniker/Sassoon. Moniker/Sassoon turns at the noise.)

SHERIFF GRIT
I have had enough of your entire stinking family!

(Sheriff tosses aside his branch and knocks Moniker/
Sassoon off his horse.)

BELLE
(to Sidesaddle Boys)

Shoot them in the—

(Bill grabs her, puts his hand over her mouth, shakes his 
head no. He scoots her backwards, making sure the branch 
is in her hand.

Sheriff and Jewel fight over the gun. The zombies are 
working their way thru the Sidesaddle Boys. The Sheriff 
finally deals Jewel a mighty blow, wrests away his gun. 

Belle screams. Three zombies are menacing Bill and Belle, 
though they are staying a curious distance away.)
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SHERIFF GRIT
Get down!

(They duck. He plugs the three zombies in three quick 
shots, then turns to Moniker/Sassoon.)

SHERIFF GRIT
You’re thinking, was that five shots or six?

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
It was three. But hey, that’s not a western, it’s a cop 
movie.

SHERIFF
Yeah, but this is Eastwood country. So go ahead, Jewel, 
make my day.

MARSHAL ELIAS MONIKER/JEWEL SASSOON
You can’t shoot for shit.

(He flies up toward the Sheriff. Sheriff pulls the 
trigger. Moniker/Sassoon falls back dead.)

SHERIFF
I can with a gun whose sights line up.

(A zombie grabs the Sheriff’s free hand. Bill runs up and 
puts the manzanita in the Sheriff’s gun holster, and the 
zombie rears back.)

BILL
See, I told ya about the manzanita—

SHERIFF GRIT
Yeah, you did, Bill. You been right all along.

(Belle walks over, kicks Moniker's corpse. She picks up 
her hand cannon.)

BELLE
Now it's over, Moniker.
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(Zombies begin to retreat.)

BELLE
Boys, don’t we have some small bit of business to take care 
of?

SHERIFF GRIT
The Gnaarly Roger.

(Zombies are gone.)

BELLE
And the money. I know where it is.

SHERIFF GRIT
Where?

BELLE
Follow me.

(IN THE HILLS AT THE GNAARLY ROGER—DAY

The sun comes out. The ship is intact 
though listing slightly, run aground.)

BELLE
You’ll find it right there, on the ship. It’s hidden in the 
life boat.

BILL
Pirate ships didn’t have life boats.

SHERIFF GRIT AND BELLE
BILL!

BILL
Ok, ok, I’ll go look. 

(He limps aboard the listing ship, sure enough, the 
money’s there. Sheriff and Belle climb aboard the ship.)
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BELLE
Look, it’s Ranger Grit!

(Enter Ghost of Ranger Tex Grit.)

GHOST
I see you made it, boy. I told you to take the Gnaarly 
Roger and the gold—

(Sheriff Grit holds out cash.)

SHERIFF GRIT
I did, look!

GHOST
Dammit boy I meant the gold--the whore with the heart of 
gold!

(Ghost points at Belle. Enter Dee Kay, moaning. Sheriff 
and Belle watch her.)

SHERIFF GRIT
It’s Dee Kay! Dad, that’s who shot you!

GHOST
Avenge me, boy!

(Sheriff pulls out his pistol.) 

SHERIFF
I can’t shoot my own wife!

(Belle pulls the hand cannon out of her boot.)

BELLE
We’ll shoot together.

(Belle and Sheriff look at each other, nod, both shoot 
Dee Kay at the same time.)
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SHERIFF GRIT
Belle? Well, that was a rougher divorce than I might have 
hoped for, but it does free me up nonetheless—

BELLE
Yes?

SHERIFF GRIT
Belle, will you marry me?

BELLE
Only if you don’t mind a wife who works.

SHERIFF
What?!?

BELLE
Oh, not at that. I’m gonna take up a new career as a 
private investigator.

BILL
You’re gonna be a private dick?

SHERIFF GRIT
What?!?

GHOST
(punches Sheriff’s arm)

Don’t be an idiot, boy.

SHERIFF GRIT
Okay, okay!

(Belle and Sheriff kiss sweetly.)

GHOST
Boy, I’m proud of you.
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SHERIFF GRIT
Really? Do you really mean that, Dad?

GHOST
Yep. Every word.

SHERIFF GRIT
Well, for, like what exactly? The part where I put the kids 
in jail, or the part where I—

GHOST
Don’t push it, boy.

(Ghost gives Belle a courtly kiss on the cheek.)

GHOST
Take care of my boy, Belle.

(Ghost gets blown offstage. The ship lurches up, all on 
the ship whoop.)

BILL
It’s a flash flood!

BELLE
So I'm going to be a Private Eye, and Bill's gonna be a 
newspaperman--but Sheriff, what are you gonna do? Skinny 
Buzzard Gulch ain't gonna need a sheriff.

SHERIFF GRIT
I'm gonna open a day care!

(STREETS OF SKINNY BUZZARD GULCH--DAY

Quiet.

Stage lights up as we see that all 
Townspeople and Sons of Sidesaddle Boys 
have become zombies. They’ve got their 
hands around each other’s waists and 
are swaying and moaning “Home on the 
Range”. Then they break out into the 
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audience.)

THE END.

 


